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Congress Venue

We will be holding ISFP2024 in Tokyo with the support of the Japan 
National Tourism Organization (JNTO) and Tokyo Convention & Visitors 
Bureau (TCVB).
It is envisaged that 600 delegates from all over the world will attend the 
Congress. 
The Congress will take place from November 15 to 17, 2024 at the 
JP Tower Hall & Conference, Tokyo. We are all looking forward to a very 
interesting and stimulating congress.

The 8th World Congress of the ISFP in 2024

Venue:  JP Tower Hall & Conference, Tokyo, Japan

12 hours: Paris

10 hours: Los Angeles

6 hours: Singapore

3 hours: Beijing

Access to the venue

1 min on foot from Tokyo Station



held every two years, brings together researchers from all over the world to 
discuss not only basic research aimed at technological innovation but also 
clinical research targetingclinical application to provide better medical care 
for patients.  The ISFP has matured into a large academic organization 
through the efforts of successive presidents, members of the board of 
directors, and conference participants, who have worked hard to resolve all 
issues related to this field. 

I had the honor of presenting at the first World Congress of the ISFP in 
Brussels in 2006, and since then I have been guided by Jacques Donnez, the 
first President, SamuelKim, the second President, and Pasquale Patrizio, the 
fourth President. As the 8th President of the ISFP, and the first in Asia, I will 
work hard to lead the ISFP toward its further development. 

The World Congress of the ISFP will be held in Tokyo from November 15 to 
17, 2024. We look forward to your participation. Finally, I would like to 
express my deepest gratitude to Professor Jacques Donnez and Professor 
Samuel Kim for this valuable opportunity.

January 2023
Nao Suzuki, M.D., Ph. D.

Greetings from the New President of the ISFP

My name is Nao Suzuki, and I am pleased to announce that I 
have been appointed as the 8th President of the ISFP. 
My term of presidency will be from January 2023 to 
December 2024.

The ISFP is an interdisciplinary group of experts in the field 
from over 45countries. The World Congress of the ISFP, 




